Similar self-renewal properties for different sizes of human primary melanoma colonies replated in agar.
Clonogenic assays currently define colonies as multicellular growth units above an arbitrarily designated cutoff size rather than by the biological function of different-sized growth units. To define the cutoff size between clusters and colonies in terms of the biological function of the cells within the growth units, we directly measured the self-renewal and proliferative capacity of cells from different-sized melanoma colonies. Primary colonies formed from cells of two patients were removed, pooled according to size, and replated, and the frequency and size distribution of the secondary colonies were analyzed. Cells from primary melanoma colonies that resulted from four to eight population doublings had similar extensive proliferative and self-renewal characteristics. The results demonstrated that self-renewal was not limited to cells in large colonies and suggested that the cutoff may be below 16 cells/growth unit. These data support the use of relatively small multicellular growth units to define colonies and measure highly proliferative human melanoma tumor cells. In addition, these methods may allow the determination of the cutoff size for other tumor types in terms of the biological function of cells rather than arbitrarily designating a cutoff size.